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Acevedo, Mildred Angel Art with Intuitive Reading 
An intuitive since birth, Mildred has been doing angel readings since the late 60’s.  She will give your reading 
based on the angel you draw.  After the reading you take the art home with you.  
 
Alton, Patricia Angel Medium 
Patricia was trained by Doreen Virtue as an Angel Therapy Practitioner and now channels messages from your 
angels and loved ones to help guide you in your daily life.  She compassionately delivers the messages of love 
and light from the Angel Realm. 
 
Ani Gypsy Tarot 
Ani is a Gypsy Tarot card reader who uses the Higher Arcana of the Tarot as her guide alone with her intuitive 
insight.  Her goal is to inform, guide and encourage.  She has been reading Tarot since 1994 for individuals, 
groups and parties along with 10 years at the Market of Marian. 
 
Basco, James Tarot 
As an intuitive, James works with Universal Energy and the Tarot for insights to help you on your path.  He has 
been reading the Tarot since 1975.  Locally, he has read for the Parapsychology Club, Ocala Inner Center, Unity 
Psychic Faire and the expo. 
 
Beers, Laura Psychic Medium 
Laura’s training as a Psychic Medium was with teachers who themselves were trained by the Arthur Finley 
Institute in England.  She has been serving others in that capacity for over 12 years.  As a clairvoyant, she feels 
her own personal experiences help her communicate the messages she receives in a form that is understandable 
to the client. 
 
Casseday, Dawn Psychic/Medium 
Dawn is a gifted psychic/medium/clairvoyant Tarot reader.  She “sees” possible events and opportunities in your 
future as you walk your life path.  She also “sees” loved ones and animals that have made their transition.  She is 
also a Reiki Master and Energy Worker. 
 
Deegan, David Psychic Spiritual Medium 
David is a practicing medium and psychic, as well as a successful business owner.  He began his mission as a 
medium many years ago and continues to bring confirmation of life after life in his messages and readings.  
David works with guides and loved ones who have passed into spirit to offer guidance and greetings. 
 
Deegan, Susan Psychic Medium 
Susan studied and honed her gifts as a medium and psychic with some of the world’s most notable teachers and 
mediums.  She is an ordained minister, conducts workshops on prosperity and abundance and works with 
individuals and groups to bring messages from loved ones and guides. 
 
DeLong, Phillip Psychic Spiritual Medium 
Affectionately called "Dr. Phil" by his friends, Phillip is a Medium, Ordained Minister, Spiritual Counselor and 
Healer.  He uses his mediumship gifts to connect to Spirit to bring through your loved ones and guides for the 
messages you need. 
 
Fucci, Joann (Golddie).   Tarot Reader 
Joann has been a psychic/medium for over 50 years.  She has taught psychic development classes and appeared 
on T.V. and radio shows.  Joann can also make spiritual connections to deceased loved ones.  She would be 
pleased to assist you at this time.  
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Gainer, Denice “Deni” Intuitive Tarot 
Deni is an intuitive reader of Tarot and tea leaves for over 30 years.  She is also an Environmental Educator with 
extensive knowledge of Herbs.  “My purpose is to provide people with information from which they can make 
choices to live their Best-Life Ever.” 
 
Greene, Maria Medium 
Maria is a clairvoyant medium who has been reading for 20 years.  She is an ordained Spiritualist Minister, 
trained at Lily Dale Spiritualist Camp in Lily Dale, NY. 
 
Heburn, Karen Psychic Medium 
Karen is a psychic medium who uses her gift to express the Divine, connecting you with those who have passed 
over and reading the colors of your aura.  Karen has over 20 years’ experience. 
 
Helmicki, Gail Medium 
Gail has been working professionally as a Physic Medium for over 40 years.  By aligning with your personal 
energy, the energy of your guides and departed loved ones, spirit messages of loving guidance come through.  A 
reading with her brings healing, insight and empowerment.  Expect some lightbulb moments and a few laughs. 
 
Houllis, Mary Lou Intuitive Soul Card Readings 
Mary Lou is the founder and spiritual leader of New Beginning Oneness Center.  She hosted a national TV 
program for six years and is an internationally known intuitive reader.  She is a gifted and compassionate reader 
who senses energies by opening the doorway of the heart and answers questions about your life.  She uses the 
Soul Cards to help guide the reading. 
 
Johnson, Constance  Intuitive Egypt Cards Readings 
As author-artist of the Egypt Cards, Constance assists you to have a conversation with your Higher Self for 
guidance and inspiration.  Egypt Cards are based on Ancient Egyptian spirituality expressed through hieroglyphs.  
Not only does Ancient Wisdom come through these readings, your own personal symbols are read and 
interpreted as well. 
 
Leo, Joanne  Shustah Cards 
Joanne has been working as an intuitive, Shustah card reader and numerologist for the past 30 years.  She 
describes the Shustah cards as “Tarot with a Twist” that touches every area of your life.  In her other life, Joanne 
is one of the foremost teachers of PMA (Positive Mental Attitude), sometimes coupling it with EFT (Emotional 
Freedom Technique). 
 
Lim, Jeanie Medium 
Jeanie is a clairvoyant, medium, channel and message bearer.  Let her 30 years of experience usher you on a 
journey through the “other door” using Angel and Goddess cards, psychometry and intuitive insight. This 
journey will help lead you to a higher understanding of your world today while embracing Enlightenment and 
Joy for tomorrow. 
 
Marques, Kim Leander Intuitive 
Telling what she sees, hears and feels, Kim is a multi-sensory intuitive and coach who delivers messages with 
love, based on the light she feels in you and what God wants you to know.  She reads energies to help you find 
joy, love, healing, purpose, success, understanding, balance and answers. 
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McGinnis, Debbie Tarot 
Debbie has been an interpreter of the Tarot for 20 years.  Her focus is on identifying how we can live our best 
possible lives.  She is an ordained minister, workshop leader and public speaker.  Now back in her home state of 
Missouri, she does phone readings and has made a special trip to be with us at the Expo.  “It’s one event I just 
won’t miss!” she says. 
 
Moonwind, Rae Intuitive 
Rae is a Life Coach/past life regression therapist, and Angel Advocate.  Her training in Ascended Mastery and the 
Angelic Hierarchy started in her early twenties at Farm Home Light Center in Illinois.  She channels the Masters 
and Archangels as a collective.  Rae also does Angel Card readings.  Let Rae and the angels facilitate you in 
improving your health, wealth, happiness and relationships through angelic assistance. 
 
Mucci, Stephen Psychic 
Steve has been a professional psychic for over 35 years.  He has read for many celebrities and has appeared on 
the Discovery Channel, on radio, television and in newspapers.  His readings come from a very high place as he 
connects with the Christ energy.  Steve has many loyal clients because his readings are so helpful and accurate. 
 
Osborn, Mitchell Psychic Medium 
Mitchell is a Psychic Medium who uses his abilities as a Tarot and Lenomand card reader, intuitive soul coach, 
animal communicator, and spiritual teacher.  He connects to and channels spirit to help in identifying soul-level 
solutions for wellness, enlightenment and growth. 
 
Reynolds, Janet Medium 
As a spirit medium and intuitive counselor, Janet serves others with insightful messages from the spirit world.  
Her guide, Blue Feather, is a strong, courageous warrior from past ages.  With his help, Janet sees symbols, hears 
words and goes by her intuition to provide readings based on truth and integrity.  
 
Ring, Carolyn Medium 
Carolyn is a certified medium/psychic, healer, and spiritualist.  Her goal is to provide validation and guidance 
from loved ones who have crossed over as well as information and wisdom from spirit guides, angels and way-
showers. 
 
Roberts, Bobbie Intuitive Numerologist 
Bobbie has been reading professionally for over 40 years and has served groups in both Canada and the U.S.  
She believes the physical world and the spiritual world are not separate but inter-twined and seeks to give 
guidance that empowers you to use spiritual energies to enhance your physical world. 
 
Rossiter, Christine Intuitive Tea Leaf Reading 
Tea leaf reading or tassiography is the art of information gathering.  Christine learned as a child that the energies 
of someone can be seen in the design of the leftover tea in a cup.  A person puts their energy into the water 
with the various kinds of tea, and Christine interprets what she sees, with the help of her spirit guides. 
 
Sinclair, Vicki Intuitive Tarot 
Vicki uses the Tarot as a trigger for her gifts of mediumship and intuition.  She brings messages from departed 
loved ones and pets and also touches with living pets.  At your request, Vicki will bring messages about love, 
home life and finances.  Other questions?  Ask.  If the energy is right Vicki will bring the message.  
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Williamson, Graham Intuitive 
Graham is an English medium trained, in part, at the NSAC Morris Pratt Education Center.  Over the years he has 
learned to use his gifts, without limitation, to demonstrate the spiritual continuity of life after the change called 
death.   
 
Winfield, Jon Astrology 
For over 35 years, Jon has helped people better understand themselves through the use of their birth chart.  
This shows the alignment of the planets at the time of a person’s birth and how the energies of that alignment 
can be used in your life today.  You will need time, date and place of birth in order for Jon to construct your 
chart. 
 
 
 
Aura Photography & Image Reading: 
 
Carr, Janet  
Janet has been doing aura reading for 30 years.   Along with intuitive aura readings your Chakras are presented 
in the image and an analysis of your inner energy centers are explained.  Her readings are educational and 
entertaining. 
 
Simon, Kay  
Kay has been taking and interpreting aura photographs for the last 22 years.  In addition to a personal 
interpretation of your aura based on the shade of the colors and their placement in your aura you will receive 
the aura photograph, a brochure with written interpretation and an article about things that affect your aura. 
  
 


